this is done, the sanctions against Iran, including the
unilateral ones, must be rescinded. The West has shown
too much willingness to “punish” certain countries. At
any minor development it reaches for sanctions, if not
armed force. Let me remind you that we are not in the
19th Century or even the 20th Century now.
Developments around the Korean nuclear issue are
no less serious. Violating the non-proliferation regime,
Pyongyang openly claims the right to develop “the military atom” and has already conducted two nuclear
tests. We cannot accept North Korea’s nuclear status.
We have consistently advocated the denuclearization of
the Korean Peninsula exclusively through political and
diplomatic means—and the early resumption of SixParty Talks.
However, it is evident that not all of our partners
share this approach. I am convinced that today it is essential to be particularly careful. It would be unadvisable to try and test the strength of the new North Korean
leader and provoke a rash countermeasure.
Allow me to recall that North Korea and Russia
share a common border and we cannot choose our
neighbors. We will continue conducting an active dialogue with the leaders of North Korea and developing
good-neighborly relations with it, while at the same
time, trying to encourage Pyongyang to settle the nuclear issue. Obviously, it would be easier to do this if
mutual trust is built up and the inter-Korean dialogue
resumes on the peninsula.
All this fervor around the nuclear programs of Iran
and North Korea makes one wonder how the risks of
nuclear weapons proliferation emerge and who is aggravating them. It seems that the more frequent cases of
crude, and even armed outside interference in the domestic affairs of countries may prompt authoritarian
(and other) regimes to possess nuclear weapons. If I
have the A-bomb in my pocket, nobody will touch me
because it’s more trouble than it is worth. And those
who don’t have the bomb might have to sit and wait for
“humanitarian intervention.”
Whether we like it or not, foreign interference suggests this train of thought. This is why the number of
threshold countries that are one step away from “military atom” technology, is growing rather than decreasing. Under these conditions, zones free of weapons of
mass destruction are being established in different parts
of the world and are becoming increasingly important.
Russia has initiated the discussion of the parameters for
a nuclear-free zone in the Middle East.
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It is essential to do everything we can to prevent any
country from being tempted to get nuclear weapons. Nonproliferation campaigners must also change their conduct, especially those that are used to penalizing other
countries by force, without letting the diplomats do their
job. This was the case in Iraq—its problems have only
become worse after an almost decade-long occupation.
If the incentives for becoming a nuclear power are
finally eradicated, it will be possible to make the international non-proliferation regime universal and firm
based on the existing treaties. This regime would allow
all interested countries to fully enjoy the benefits of the
“peaceful atom” under IAEA safeguards.

Mbeki Blasts Libya
Regime Change
Former South African President Thabo Mbeki, in a
lengthy address Feb. 16 in South Africa, entitled “Reflections on Peacemaking, State Sovereignty and Democratic Governance in Africa,” systematically exposed
the manner in which the U.S.A., U.K., and France, with
the full collaboration of the UN, intended to implement
regime change in Libya from the beginning, and willfully ignored African efforts to resolve the crisis. We
paraphrase his argument here:
Mbeki stated that the cases of the French-UN-run
regime change in the Ivory Coast early last year, and the
regime-change operation in Libya, have established a
precedent that can be repeated in Africa, whenever
deemed necessary by the former colonial powers, and
their hangers-on. Mbeki was speaking at the annual
commemoration of the life of Dullah Omar, a revolutionary intellectual, attorney, stalwart of the African
National Congress, and advocate of a government role
in the elimination of poverty, who died in 2004.
Mbeki asserted that the crisis in Libya could have
been resolved without regime change, but the NATO
powers were determined to push it through. He stated that
on March 10, 2011, the African Union (AU) Peace and
Security Council adopted a Roadmap for the peaceful resolution of the Libyan conflict, which provided for an end
to the violent conflict, and the institution of a process of
negotiations to determine the future of the country.
He added that the AU had secured the agreement of
Gaddafi to this Roadmap, since Libya was one of its
members.
The AU forwarded its March 10 decision to the UN
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and the Arab League, among other organizations. But,
Mbeki charged, the UNSC willfully ignored the AU decisions, treating the AU and the peoples of Africa “with
absolute contempt.” (On March 20, 2011, NATO denied
entry to Libya of the AU panel of Presidents which was
to begin mediation for a political settlement.)
Instead, on March 17, seven days after the AU made
its Roadmap decision, the UNSC adopted Resolution
1973, which provided the space for NATO political alliance, “to intervene in Libya to impose a violent resolution of this conflict, centered on regime change,
which objective was completely at variance with Resolution 1973.” In so doing, Mbeki stated, NATO intervened, not to protect civilians as the UNSC resolution
called for, “but to lead and empower the opposition National Transitional Council in a military campaign to
overthrow the Qaddafi regime.”
He cited a public statement by the P3 (Obama, Cameron, and Sarkozy) a month after Res. 1973 was adopted, which stated that the overthrow of Gaddafi was
the intention: “There is a pathway to peace that promises new hope for the people of Libya: a future without
Gaddafi. . . . So long as Gaddafi is in power, NATO and

its coalition partners must maintain their operations . . .
Colonel Gaddafi must go, and go for good. . . .”
Mbeki charged that UN institutions gave free reign
to the P3 states to determine the future of Libya with
their illegal regime-change objective; he delineated
several examples, including:
• The Secretary General allowed the NATO-sponsored rebels to act as the legitimate representatives of
Libya, “contrary to all UN protocols”;
• The UN Secretary General refused to accredit the
representatives of the Libyan government;
• The UN insisted that Libya should be defined as
other than an African country, insisting that the legitimacy of the regime-change policy derived from the
Arab League, of which Libya had become only a nominal member.
Mbeki left responsibility for the U.S. support of the
regime-change policy on Obama’s shoulders. Mbeki
noted that a fortnight before the vote on Res. 1973,
then-U.S. Secretary of Defense Robert Gates and Adm.
Mike Mullen, then head of the U.S. armed forces, both
stated that they had seen no confirmation that the Qaddafi regime was massacring civilians.
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